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In recent years, the automatic recognition of face comprises many challenging problems which have
experienced much consideration due to several applications in different fields. To solve all the situations
like the pose, appearance, and lighting changes, and/or ageing the face recognition does not have many
methods. The additional challenges which arise recently are Facial expression because of the plastic sur-
gery. This paper deals with a new approach called Entropy-based Volume SIFT (EV-SIFT) for face recog-
nition in an accurate manner after the plastic surgery. The analogous feature extracts the key points and
volume of the scale-space structure for which the information rate is determined. Since the entropy is the
higher order statistical feature this provides the least effect on uncertain variations in the face. For clas-
sification, the corresponding EV-SIFT features are applied to the Support vector machine. The normal SIFT
feature extracts the key points on the basis of contrast of the image whereas the V- SIFT feature extracts
the key points on the basis of the volume of the structure. Nevertheless, the EV-SIFT technique provides
both the volume and contrast information. Finally, the experimental results demonstrate that the EV-SIFT
are found to be better on recognizing the plastic surgery faces. Moreover, the methods are experimentally
proven for recognizing the type of plastic surgeries such as Blepharoplasty achieves 98%, Brow lift
achieves 97%, Liposhaving achieves 96%, Malar augmentation achieves 85%, Mentoplasty achieves 94%,
Otoplasty achieves 99%, Rhinoplasty achieves 99% and Skin peeling achieves 91%.
� 2017 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Generally, plastic surgery is used for improving the facial
appearance (Sharma et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012), for instance,
removing scares, birthmarks and rectifying disfiguring defects
(Zou and Yuen, 2012; Park et al., 2010; Mudunuri and Biswas,
2016). The attraction for plastic surgery is experienced world-
wide and is determined by its characteristics like the affordable
cost availability of advanced technology and the speed with which
these procedures are performed (Sao and Yegnanarayana, 2007;
Schwartz et al., 2012). However, the plastic surgery faces pose
great challenges such as illumination variation in face components
(Singh et al., 2009, 2010), occlusion (Liu et al., 2012), aging (De
Marsico et al., 2016), security identifications and expression. Some-
times, the facial plastic surgery hides the identity of the genuine
user and it might unintentionally refuse the genuine users. There
are a lot of methods available to attain face recognition (Turk
and Pentland, 1991; Ruiz-del-Solar and Navarrete, 2005;
Lawrence et al., 1997; He et al., 2005; Inan and Halici, 2012; Lu
et al., 2015). Plastic surgery face recognition (De Marsico et al.,
2015; Kohli et al., 2015; Chude-Olisah et al., 2013; Bhatt et al.,
2013) have undergone various developments in the recent past.
The research contributions have been reported in the literature
either in the feature extraction phase (De Marsico et al., 2015;
Chude-Olisah et al., 2013; Bhatt et al., 2013) or in the classification
phase (Kohli et al., 2015) or in both the phases. The classical feature
descriptor, PCA (De Marsico et al., 2015) has the drawback of diffi-
culties in determining the covariance matrix, though it exhibits
reasonable computational time, handling high dimensional data
and less sensitivity to noise. The prominent texture features such
as local binary pattern (De Marsico et al., 2015) are computation-
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ally simple, but they lag in representing sensitive information. On
the other hand, the projection matrix based classification reported
as MPDL (Kohli et al., 2015) enable a simple classification process,
yet they are not supportive of the natural environment. As per our
review, very few contributions have been reported for classifica-
tion, which is essential for recognition. Moreover, the feature
descriptors have not been proposed sufficiently to discriminate
inter-class faces. However, only few research contributions or
methodologies have been reported in the literature to address
the problem of recognizing the plastic surgery faces. Few of them
include, the recognition using local region analysis (De Marsico
et al., 2016), Shape Local Binary Texture Feature (SLBT) cascaded
with periocular features (Lakshmiprabha and Majumder, 2012)
and a combination of Gabor as well as LBP features
(Lakshmiprabha et al., 2011). The Local region analysis (De
Marsico et al., 2016) is very easy to calculate and have low intra-
class variance and high extra-class variance. It means that the
descriptor ought to be vigorous with respect to the aging of the
subjects, alternating illumination etc. The SLBT (Lakshmiprabha
and Majumder, 2012) computes the LBP feature histogram from
shape free patch. Hence, the SLBT is very efficient to extracts the
global shape variation through the local shape and shape modeling.
The Gabor local binary pattern (GLBP) Lakshmiprabha et al., 2011 is
used for localizing face shape landmark point in an image. This
paper intends to recognize the faces even after the persons
undergo plastic surgery followed by identifying the type of surgery.
Hence, the contribution of the paper mainly considers three set of
demonstrations. The first one is the detection of exact plastic sur-
gery face using the novel SIFT feature based on entropy. The second
one is to accurately recognize the true surgery portions while the
third one is to analyze the performance of face recognition before
and after plastic surgery. The organization of this paper as follows:
In Section 2, relevant literature is briefly reviewed. Section 3 pre-
sents the Plastic surgery Face recognition. Experimental results
are reported in Section 4. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in
Section 5.
2. Related works

Chude-Olisah et al. (2013) have overcome the degradation in
the performance of face recognition, which is caused due to the
texture encoding process of the gray-level face image, through
proposing a recognition scheme that involves an edge-based Gabor
feature representation. The Gabor features are good descriptors
and it provides an optimal resolution in both the time and fre-
quency domains. However, the redundant illustration of the image
by integrating the entire gathered image into superposition one to
increase complexity.

De Marsico et al. (2015) have developed Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) technique for accurate recognition of face which
has undergone plastic surgery through the application of the
region-based approaches. This PCA technique has features such
as low noise sensitivity and low computation time. The PCA tech-
nique reduces the memory as well as capacity requirements and it
provides the greater efficiency for processes involving smaller
dimensions. However, the PCA technique fails to capture the sim-
plest invariance and it is very difficult to evaluate the covariance
matrix accurately.

Kohli et al. (2015) have described the projection matrix method
to recognize normal faces, even after the modification of faces due
to plastic surgery. This method subsists in linear algebra to acquire
the best fit solution of a system of linear equations. This method
requires less computational time and simple orthographic projec-
tion. Nevertheless, the image representation is not viable and it
suffers from the convergence problems and the stability.
Bhatt et al. (2013) have introduced a multi-objective evolution-
ary granular algorithm, which supports in the matching of images
that were taken prior and later to plastic surgery. The multi –
objective evolutionary algorithm supports the problems requiring
multiple solutions and the parallel implementation could be
achieved with ease. On the other hand, the trial-and-error method-
ology of parameter tuning consumes more time and it is very
expensive.

3. Plastic surgery face recognition

Fig. 1 demonstrates that the block diagram of the EV-SIFT based
plastic surgery.

In the face recognition, there are two phases takes place like
testing phase and training phase. For learning the EV-SIFT features
of the pre-surgery is deal with the SVM in the training phase. To
determine the actual subject the unknown plastic surgery faces
are intended in the testing stage. Additionally, the SCM classifier
recognizes the face accurately through the acquired learning infor-
mation. In the proposed methodology as in Fig. 1, the image for
testing is initially applied to the scale-space extrema detection
block, where it determines the distinct points and its surrounding
patches. Further, the DOG scale space is applied to extract the fea-
tures of the face image. To the next of the feature extraction, the
significant key points are extracted in the preceding block, and it
eliminates both the extreme points and edge points. Meanwhile,
the orientation and gradient module are determined for each
extracted key point, from which the volume function and entropy
function are estimated. Though the EV-SIFT contain both the vol-
ume and contrast of the image, the volume function and entropy
function is combined to obtain a paired function. Subsequently,
the resultant paired function is applied to the SVM classifier to per-
form optimum recognition.

3.1. Feature extraction using EV-SIFT

Let Fj be the face image and the IDi be the database with

i ¼ 1;2 . . .ND that have to satisfy the condition Fj � IDi here

j = 1, 2. . .NS and the size of the database IDi be (M � N).
The pre-processing stage starts with image resizing. The Eq. (1)

represents the resize model of the image here the SM and SN indi-
cates the scaled number of columns and rows.

Iðx; yÞ ¼ Iiðmr ;nrÞ ¼ 1
SM � SN

XmrSM

u¼ðmr�1ÞSM

XnrSN
v¼ðnr�1ÞSN

Iiðu;vÞ ð1Þ

In Eq. (1), u 2 ½1;M� and v e [1, N], 0 6 mr 6 Mr � 1 and
0 6 nr 6 Nr � 1, ðMr � NrÞ is the size of the resized image, the term
½�� indicates the round-off function of the nearest integer.

SM ¼ M
Mr

� �
ð2Þ

SN ¼ N
Nr

� �
ð3Þ
3.2. Image scale-space extreme detection

The SIFT method have the capability to generate the unique
informative features about the image. The Eq. (4) indicates the
image scale-space representation of the two-dimensional image.
Here, Gðx; y;rÞ represents the variable-scale Gaussian function, r
represents the scaled coordinate and ðx; yÞ is the spatial coordinate.

Lðx; y;rÞ ¼ Gðx; y;rÞIðx; yÞ ð4Þ



Fig. 1. Block diagram of EV-SIFT based plastic surgery face recognition.
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3.3. Implement DOG scale space

In SIFT features the Difference of Gaussian (DOG) has many
advantages. Since when the noise is added to the image or it is
blurred in the geometric transformation the stability of the
extracted feature points is not good. Hence for perfect matching,
it is very necessary to extract the more stable feature points. The
DOG aids to extract more scale-invariant features and the DOG
scale space is established by means of the image scale space func-
tion and it is determined as follows,

Dðx; y;rÞ ¼ Lðx; y; krÞ � Lðx; y;rÞ ð5Þ

Dðx; y;rÞ ¼ Gðx; y; krÞ � Gðx; y; krÞÞIðx; yÞ ð6Þ

where Gðx; y;rÞ ¼ 1
2r2 e

�ðx2þy2 Þ
2r2 represents the Gaussian function in the

Eq. (6). In the DOG scale space, each sample point of the image is
compared to 26 neighbours to identify the 2D image space and all
the intense points. In the current image, the target point is needed
to compare with 8 neighbours and also it compares with 18 neigh-
bours in the scale below and above. In variance, the true scale can
be estimated from the normalization of Laplacian, r2D2G with the
factor r2. Subsequent to convolution by means of the normalized
Laplacian function, the automatic scale selection can be accom-
plished as follows,

Oðx; y;r2Þ ¼ r2D2GIðx; yÞ ¼ r2D2Lðx; y;r2Þ ð7Þ
The Eq. (7) represents the output that is calculated from the

convolution of the image with Oðx; y;r2Þ. If the scale of the image
structure is close to the r value of the normalized Laplacian func-
tion the Eq. (7) will be at an extremum. In both the spatial space
and scale space the points which are extrema should be chosen
in terms of identifying the blob structure and choosing them at
best scale.
3.4. Obtain the EV-SIFT key points

At the scale-space extrema the next point is to decide the key
points in the difference of the Gaussian function and it is demon-
strated with the image. Moreover, the key point parameters are
completely relying on the distribution property of the gradient
operation of the image that is on the key points. Hence, the key
point gradient modules and orientation modules are computed
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that registers invariance towards the image rotation. The orienta-
tion and gradient magnitude are computed for each sample and
they are represented as

hðx; yÞ ¼ tan�1 ðLðx; yþ 1Þ � Lðx; y� 1ÞÞ2
ðLðxþ 1; yÞ � Lðx� 1; yÞÞ2

 !
ð8Þ

mðx; yÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðLðxþ 1; yÞ � Lðx� 1; yÞÞ2
þðLðx; yþ 1Þ � Lðx� 1; y� 1ÞÞ2

vuut
0
@

1
A ð9Þ

The Eqs. (8) and (9) implies the h(x, y) represents the orientation
of the key point,mðx; yÞ represents the gradient magnitude and the
Lðx; yÞ represents the image sample. Besides, the scales that are uti-
lized by the L are the corresponding scale for each key point. From
the gradient operation of sample points within the region around
the key point an orientation histogram is attained.

3.5. Entropy-based feature descriptor

In an image, the entropy is used to measure the unforeseeable
of the content of the information. It describes the statistical mea-
sures of the randomness that can be used to describe the texture
of an input image. The higher order statistical feature has the least
effect because of the entropy on uncertain variations in the face.

The following steps illustrates the Entropy-based feature
descriptor

Step 1: The V-SIFT formulation referred from Geng and Jiang
(2009) is used to calculate the volume of the image and
it is represented in the form of a matrix which is expressed
in the Eq. (10)
Vði; jÞ ¼

vði1; j1Þ vði1; j2Þ � vði1; jnÞ
vði2; j1Þ vði2; j2Þ � vði2; jnÞ

� � � �
vðim; j1Þ vðim; j2Þ � vðim; jnÞ

2
6664

3
7775 ð10Þ

Step 2: The information basis is memoryless and stationary.
The Eq. (11) illustrates the volume of the structure
in the EV-SIFT analysis that is the probability
function.

Vpði; jÞ ¼ Vði; jÞP
i

P
jVði; jÞ

ð11Þ

Step 3: The entropy is computed from the volume of the
structure. For the EV-SIFT process, the entropy com-
putation is expressed as follows,

EðVÞ ¼ �Vpði; jÞ logVpði; jÞ ð12Þ
The Eq. (12) states that if EðVÞ is high entropy, then the volume
is from an unvarying direction. As well as, if EðVÞ is low entropy,
then the volume is varied distribution. Hence, FD

i describes the
whole data base which attained final EV-SIFT descriptor. In order
to choose the level of Gaussian blur of the image, the orientation
and gradient magnitude with the entropy descriptors and the vol-
ume of the image are sampled by means of the scale of key points
at the corresponding key point location. An 8⁄8 neighbour window
is a sample that is centered on the key point and subsequently
divides the neighbour into 4⁄4 child window. Thus, the gradient
orientation histogram along with the eight bins is computed by
each child window. Around each key point, each descriptor con-
templates the 4⁄4 array of histograms and each histogram contem-
plates 8 bins. Consequently, 4⁄4⁄8 = 128 dimension is attained that
is the feature vector.
3.6. SVM based recognition

In the SVM classifier, the acquired EV-SIFT feature descriptor of
the plastic surgery faces is applied. In the training dataset to iden-
tify the decision surface which has a maximum distance to the
points of different classes is the major concept of the SVM. In Eq.
(13), the basic formula of the SVM classifier is represented as

Sv ¼ wTFD
i þ b ð13Þ

In Eq. (13), wTFD
i þ b ¼ �1 correspond to the negative support

vectors and wTFD
i þ b ¼ þ1 correspond to the positive support vec-

tors. Here, b is the bias applied to the classifier and w is the weight
vector. The main aim of this technique is to recognize the faces
which have been subjected to the plastic surgery owing to high
ambiguity in the faces before and after surgery.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. 1Experimental setup

The experiment of face recognition is conducted by different
surgeries such as Blepharoplasty surgery for 68 faces, Browlift,
Liposhaving surgery for 51 faces, Malar augmentation surgery for
51 faces, Mentoplasty surgery for15 faces, Otoplasty surgery for
18 faces, Rhinoplasty surgery for 52 faces, Rhytidectomy surgery
for 72 faces, and Skin peeling surgery for 50 faces. Here, the surgery
faces of 150 persons are present.
4.2. Statistical analysis

Table 2 summarizes the performance of EVSIFT features for
plastic surgery. It is based on the different SVM kernel classifiers
such as Linear, Quadratic, RBF and MLP. This Table demonstrates
that the RBF gives better performance for different surgeries while
comparing with other classifiers. In terms of the classifier RBF and
Linear, the RBF performance is 21% for Blepharoplasty, 22% for
Brow lift, 98% for Liposhaving, 17% for Malar augmentation, 28%
for Mentoplasty, 26% for Otoplasty, 32% for Rhinoplasty, 26% for
Rhytidectomy and 17% for Skin peeling better than the Linear clas-
sifier. In the case of classifier RBF and Quadratic, the performance
of RBF is 21% better than the Quadratic classifier for Blepharo-
plasty, 12% better than the Quadratic classifier for Brow lift, 14%
better than the Quadratic classifier for Liposhaving, 20% better than
the Quadratic classifier Malar augmentation, 13% better than the
Quadratic classifier for Mentoplasty, 14% better than the Quadratic
classifier for Otoplasty, 12% better than the Quadratic classifier for
Rhinoplasty, 17% better than the Quadratic classifier for Rhytidec-
tomy, 16% better than the Quadratic classifier for Skin peeling. 57%,
86%, 19%, 10%, 98%, 15%, 25%, 13% and 76%.In terms of MLP and RBF
classifiers, the RBF classifier performance is 57%, 86%, 19%, 10%,
98%, 15%, 25%, 13% and 76% for different surgeries such as Ble-
pharoplasty, Browlift, Liposhaving, Malar augmentation, Mento-
plasty, Otoplasty, Rhinoplasty, Rhytidectomy and Skin peeling.
Hence, the performance of the RBF is better while comparing with
all other classifiers.
4.3. K-fold cross validation

The original samples are randomly partitioned into k equal
sized sub-samples in the k-fold cross validation. For testing the
model, the single subsample is maintained as the corroboration
data while the residual k-1 subsamples are used as training data.
Here, the cross-validation is repeated k times (five folds), with each
of the k subsamples used exactly once as the validation data. To
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produce a single estimation the k results from the folds can then be
averaged

The Table 1 clearly show that the RBF classifier performs better
for the EV-SIFT feature for different plastic surgery while compar-
ing with other classifiers such as Linear, Quadratic and MLP. Hence,
Table 2 illustrates the experimental analysis of K-Fold cross-
validation for RBF. This Table demonstrates that the different K-
fold experiment like First fold, a second fold, third fold, fourth fold
and Fifth fold for different plastic surgeries.

4.4. Impact of SIFT dimension

Two main parameters such as radius and Enlarge Factor (EF) are
present in SVM classifier. These factors are varied and the perfor-
mance analysis is performed. The impact of SIFT feature is shown
in Table 3. The value for the radius is varied from 2.5, 5, 10, 15
and 20 where the corresponding value of EF is varied from 0.5, 1,
1.3, 1.5 and 1.7.

Table 3 demonstrates that the impact of EV-SIFT features based
on its performance measures with radius = 0.5, 1, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7
and EF = 0.5, 1, 1.3, 1.5 and 1.7. For radius = 5, the accuracy, sensi-
tivity, specificity, precision, FPR, FNR, FDR, NPV, F1_score and MCC
is better for EF = 1.7. At radius = 10, the performance measure is
better for EF = 1.5 and 1.7. For radius = 15, the accuracy and sensi-
tivity of EF = 1.5 is better, the specificity and precision of EF = 1.3,
1.5 and 1.7 is same and the FPR, FNR, FDR is better for 1.3, 1.5
and 1.7, the F1_score and MCC is better for EF = 1.5. For radius = 20,
the accuracy and sensitivity is better at EF = 1.5 and the specificity
and precision of EF = 1, 1.3 and 1.5 is same and the FPR remains
same for all EF and the FNR, FDR is better for 1.5 and 0.5 and the
F1_score and MCC is better for EF = 1. For radius = 25, the accuracy
is better for EF = 1.3 and the sensitivity is better for 1.3and 1.5.
From this inspection, it is clear that there is no fixed value for
the radius and EF and the performance of SVM classifier gets better
while varying these factors.

4.5. Performance measures of PCA, SIFT, V-SIFT and the proposed EV-
SIFT method

Table 4 demonstrates that the comparison features of Principle
Component Analysis (PCA) method; SIFT method, Volume SIFT
Table 1
Performance analysis on recognizing various plastic surgeries.

Classifiers Performances of
EVSIFT

Blepharoplasty Brow
lift

Liposhaving Malar
augmen

Linear Best 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.8
Worst 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.70
Mean 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.74
Median 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.72
Deviation 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.05

Quadratic Best 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.79
Worst 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.76
Mean 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.78
Median 0.85 0.87 0.84 0.77
Deviation 0.004 0.01 0.01 0.01

RBF Best 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94
Worst 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94
Mean 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94
Median 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.94
Deviation 0.0001 0.02 0.0003 0.002

MLP Best 0.98 0.97 0.96 0.85
Worst 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.81
Mean 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.84
Median 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.85
Deviation 0.007 0.09 0.003 0.02
method and the proposed method EV-SIFT. These features are ana-
lyzed based on the performance measures. Moreover, the analysis
of the classifiers such as linear SVM, quadratic SVM, RBF SVM and
MLP SVM for with plastic surgery is depicted in Fig. 2.

The performance of the algorithm is evaluated using renowned
and widely applied error functions and their derivatives such as
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and much more (Powers, 2011;
Altman and Bland, 1994). The accuracy is used to determine the
degree of correctly classified face. Sensitivity is used to measure
the method to correctly identify both the positive and negative
samples. Here, the precision has the ability to give the ratio of pos-
itive against all the positive results. The FPR, FNR, NPV and FDR are
used to correctly predict the correct identification and incorrect
identification. The F1_Score and MCC are used to determine the
correctness of the classification algorithm and the efficiency of bin-
ary class classification.

In Fig. 2(a), demonstrates the analysis of linear SVM. The perfor-
mance measures are performed for the PCA, SIFT, V-SIFT and the
proposed EV-SIFT based on the FPR, FNR, and FDR. The graph
clearly shows that the FPR, FNR, and FDR of the proposed EV-
SIFT are very low while comparing with the other feature method.
Fig. 2(b) indicates that the Quadratic analysis of SVM. Here, the
FPR, FNR, and FDR are very low for the EV-SIFT method. Hence,
the performance of the EV-SIFT is better. Fig. 2(c) and (d) illustrates
the analysis of RBF SVM andMLP SVM. Here, the performance mea-
sures such as FPR, FNR, and FDR for the PCA, SIFT, V-SIFT and the
proposed EV-SIFT based is performed. Finally, the graphical repre-
sentation clearly illustrates for the proposed EV-SIFT the FPR, FNR
and FDR are very low while comparing with other methods such as
PCA, SIFT, V-SIFT. Fig. 2(e), which is the linear SVM, the accuracy is
better for the PCA while the sensitivity and the specificity are bet-
ter for the EV-SIFT feature for plastic surgery faces. But here all the
measures are better for the EV-SIFT feature. The performance is
best for EV-SIFT feature when compared to the other feature
extraction methods in linear SVM. Here, the accuracy of plastic sur-
gery face recognition by the proposed EVSIFT feature is 10% better
than PCA feature, 2% better than SIFT feature, and 1% better than
VSIFTT feature. Fig. 2(f) demonstrates the performance measures
of quadratic SVM. Here, the accuracy of the proposed EVSIFT fea-
ture for with plastic surgery is 1% better than the PCA feature, 4%
better than the SIFT feature and 1% better than the VSIFT feature.
tation
Mentoplasty Otoplasty Rhinoplasty Rhytidectomy Skin

peeling

0.74 0.78 0.75 0.78 0.83
0.70 0.73 0.72 0.70 0.75
0.75 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.78
0.74 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.77
0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02

0.84 0.86 0.88 0.84 0.84
0.81 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.85
0.82 0.85 0.87 0.84 0.86
0.81 0.85 0.87 0.84 0.85
0.02 0.007 0.008 0.001 0.004

0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.98
0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
0.95 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99
0 0 0.0001 0.0001 0.001

0.94 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.91
0.92 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.96
0.94 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.98
0.94 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97
0.02 0.003 0.007 0.005 0.07



Table 3
The impact of EV-SIFT features based on its performance measures with radius and EF.

Rad EF Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision FPR FNR FDR NPV F_1score MCC

5 0.5 0.89 0.38 0.94 0.42 0.05 0.62 0.94 0.58 0.4 0.34
1 0.87 0.35 0.93 0.4 0.07 0.65 0.93 0.6 0.37 0.30
1.3 0.85 0.31 0.93 0.4 0.07 0.69 0.93 0.6 0.35 0.27
1.5 0.88 0.42 0.95 0.55 0.05 0.58 0.95 0.44 0.48 0.42
1.7 0.90 0.46 0.97 0.71 0.03 0.54 0.97 0.29 0.56 0.52

10 0.5 0.88 0.35 0.94 0.42 0.05 0.65 0.94 0.58 0.38 0.32
1 0.90 0.42 0.964 0.59 0.03 0.58 0.96 0.41 0.49 0.43
1.3 0.84 0.34 0.95 0.58 0.05 0.66 0.97 0.42 0.43 0.36
1.5 0.91 0.5 0.98 0.76 0.02 0.5 0.975 0.23 0.60 0.57
1.7 0.91 0.5 0.98 0.76 0.02 0.5 0.975 0.23 0.60 0.57

15 0.5 0.91 0.5 0.96 0.65 0.03 0.5 0.96 0.35 0.56 0.52
1 0.92 0.52 0.98 0.81 0.01 0.48 0.98 0.18 0.63 0.61
1.3 0.91 0.52 0.99 0.87 0.01 0.48 0.99 0.13 0.65 0.63
1.5 0.93 0.56 0.99 0.87 0.01 0.44 0.99 0.13 0.68 0.67
1.7 0.92 0.52 0.99 0.87 0.01 0.48 0.99 0.13 0.65 0.64

20 0.5 0.91 0.5 0.98 0.81 0.01 0.5 0.98 0.19 0.62 0.59
1 0.93 0.54 0.99 0.88 0.01 0.46 0.99 0.13 0.67 0.65
1.3 0.91 0.5 0.99 0.88 0.01 0.5 0.99 0.13 0.64 0.62
1.5 0.92 0.51 0.99 0.88 0.01 0.48 0.99 0.13 0.65 0.63
1.7 0.89 0.43 0.97 0.71 0.03 0.57 0.97 0.29 0.53 0.49

25 0.5 0.89 0.46 0.97 0.76 0.02 0.54 0.98 0.24 0.58 0.55
1 0.90 0.46 0.98 0.76 0.02 0.54 0.98 0.24 0.58 0.56
1.3 0.91 0.5 0.99 0.87 0.01 0.5 0.99 0.13 0.64 0.62
1.5 0.90 0.5 0.97 0.76 0.03 0.5 0.97 0.24 0.60 0.57
1.7 0.89 0.48 0.97 0.76 0.03 0.52 0.97 0.24 0.59 0.55

Table 2
Results from K-fold cross-validation analysis.

Different surgeries First fold Second fold Third fold Fourth fold Fifth fold

Blepharoplasty 0.933673 0.928571 0.933673 0.928571 0.916667
Brow lift 0.917355 0.917355 0.917355 0.917355 0.857143
Liposhaving 0.909091 0.909091 0.942149 0.92562 0.857143
Malar augmentation 0.666667 0.666667 0.666667 0.666667 0.777778
Mentoplasty 0.875 0.75 0.75 0.8125 0.5
Otoplasty 0.933884 0.909091 0.942149 0.917355 0.875
Rhinoplasty 0.946667 0.933333 0.937778 0.942222 0.933333
Skin peeling 0.937778 0.937778 0.937778 0.933333 0.930556

Table 4
Ranking of different SVM kernel using PCA, SIFT, V-SIFT and EV-SIFT with plastic
surgery.

SVM classifiers PCA SIFT VSIFT EV-SIFT

Linear 3 2 4 1
Quadratic 2 3 4 1
RBF 4 2 3 1
MLP 1 2 3 4
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Fig. 2(g), it describes the analysis for RBF SVM. Here all the
measures are less for PCA, SIFT, and V-SIFT while the proposed
EV-SIFT feature shows better performance. Moreover, the accuracy
of plastic surgery face recognition by the proposed EVSIFT is 1%
better than the PCA feature, 3% better than the SIFT feature and
there is no variation between the VSIFT feature. In Fig. 2(h), all
the measures show better performance while using the EV-SIFT
feature. Here, the accuracy for with plastic surgery of the proposed
EVSIFT feature is 1% better from PCA feature, 6% better from SIFT
feature, 1% better from VSIFTT feature. Other feature extraction
methods show poor performance. So by examining the overall
analysis, it is clear that the EV-SIFT feature extraction is better
for the plastic surgery face recognition purpose.
4.6. Sensitivity to plastic surgery faces

The ranking of the different kernel of SVM classifiers like linear,
quadratic, RBF and MLP is shown in Table 3. This table depicts the
rank of EV-SIFT is better whereas the rank of the other method is
less. The Table 3 shows that the proposed EVSIFT features perform
67% better than the PCA, 27% better than the SIFT, 59% better than
the V-SIFT for Linear. In terms of Quadratic, 67%, 27%, 58% better
than the PCA, SIFT, and V-SIFT. In RBF, the proposed EVSIFT feature
is 20% better than PCA, 12% better than SIFT, and 32% better than V-
SIFT. In the case of MLP, the proposed EVSIFT feature performance
is 59%, 27%, and 67% better than the existing features such as PCA,
SIFT, and EVSIFT. Therefore, it is clear that the proposed EV-SIFT
feature is highly sensitive to plastic surgery faces.

5. Conclusion

This paper deals with the face recognition method that uses the
derived features on the basis of the EV-SIFT approach. The corre-
sponding system was evaluated by using different surgeries such
as Blepharoplasty, Browlift, Liposhaving, Malar augmentation,
Mentoplasty, Otoplasty, Rhinoplasty, Rhytidectomy and Skin
peeling. The unwanted key points are effectively removed by the
proposed EV-SIFT method. Here, the proposed EV-SIFT approach



Fig. 2. Graphical representation of EV-SIFT features based on its perfomance
measures (a) and (e) represents Linear SVM, (b) and (f) represents Quadratic SVM,
(c) and (g) represents RBF SVM and (d) and (h) represents MLP SVM.
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has obtained the volume of the structure and the contrast of the
image. For the recognition purpose, the extracted features are
applied to the SVM classifier. In the different kernel of SVM with
the different existing features, the performance measures were
analyzed. To produce the better performance, the EV-SIFT feature
was very effective. The SVM classifier parameters like radius and
enlarge factor was not fixed. It was clear from the analysis the per-
formance was better for varied values of radius and EF and it was
not fixed. Hence, the proper tuning was needed to obtain the fixed
value. Future work will be aimed towards the analysis on the basis
of the tuning process to obtain the accurate recognition of plastic
surgery face.
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